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A Magnetometer survey, "based oh a grid of cut and taped linea has ' 

been conducted on a group of claims in Drayton township as a means of exploring" 

the ground for mineral possibilities, gaining additional information on the geology,'.

and for submission as assessment work. V

PROPERTY , -, '

The property comprises nine unpatented claims numbered Pa.13434 to 

Pa 13442 inclusive located in the western part of Drayton township, District of 

lifttricia, Ontario. The claims are held by the Nichols Chemical Coutpany, Limited, 

Head Office, Sun Life Building, Montreal, Quebec.

LOCATION and ACCESS

The claim group is located on the north shore of Vermilion La! , Drayton 

township, District of Patricia, Ontario, about 3 miles south-east of Hudson Ontario, 

a nd about 15 miles west of Sioux Lookout. This location is about l{f milws due 

v/est of the old North Pines Mine. The road from Sioux Lookout to Hudson crosses 

the outlet of Vermilion Lake into Vermilion River just east of the group. The 

Ontario H.E.P.C. transmission line from Ear Falls to Sioux Lookout crosses the. 

group in an east-wetrt direction. Access to the group is by road from Sioux Lookout 

or Hudson to the bridge at Bothain's Vermilion Lake Lodge and then westward across

the bay by boat.

TOPOGRAPHY and FOREST COVER

Approximately 70* of the area of the claim group is land and 30* is 

covered by the waters of Vermilion Lake. The ground is mostly low with a very 

small percentage of exposed rock. Some rocky ridges in the north part of the 

. property may be as much as 75 ft. above lake level. The small creek entering-the'.' ' 

bay in the central part of the property has been dammed by beavers and floods the 

surrounding area.

Timber has been removed many years ago and forest cover at present 

v. consists of second growth spruce, balsam, poplar,birch and a few scattered pine on



the high ground, and "balsam .cedar, alders, and a few ash in the" low areas. There .
•••-. •.••' "' •-..-. ••-..-•:-' ; . '.' ' : :: -.':'.' *:Vv*'i. : '-.-.^-itf^'^?^.^.:t,"-:^:^. t ;c:v -;':vfe::*. J't:/
is no evidence of recent fires. ' -' . .'v-v'l - : v. ••''\. ' : ~-'ft^'-t''lf^'^^X{ffi.;:-/-''-''..^.^?- ' ' •-t -- - '- -""''-' A '••'^''

PREVIOUS WOBK AND ACKNCWLEDGEMBNT3 ' : ' ;l ; ;;'V " - ;•• x '-' ,: '".; •;; .. :; ;' ; ;-,;/- r ,:; - .' v;:;-^^^•^:-; ' :;^
v. Geological work was done in theigeneral area as early as ,1872;;and"bialma^vv.X'; ' ' "'" " ' ' ' J:;; ': ^ :'''^"; 'v " ;v;? :^:'^ 

were staked as early as 1901, The report "by M.E.VHur at, "Geology of the^ilb^x Lookr1 ^^:
- - ' ' ' : '- • '.'•-'-•'''•••''•*- " ': : -:"-'v :;.\ : f^, /\. r?':K-;.^ti-'i!^ 

out Area", Vol. XLI, PartVI, 1932, Ontario Department of Mines ̂ covers the area ^ * V^ fv

and is a useful, reference. ' ; ;':' . .,; .;- ;-'-. ' v;^:: •.'•."^'S; ,';-vi \

Pcevious work on the claim group itself consists of a geological surrey 

"based on a grid of cut and ta ped lines, and one^ diamond drill hole drilled south- -
' ' . ': . - " .' ' , -" ' ' ' "'i '- '- ' ; ..•-.'.'- ' . '- - .'- ' , ,-^ ^ .Jf/--1 "S-."" ' ; - : - '^ . :- ' ,.;~-/.

ward from a point on the north shore of Vermilion Lake near the west "boundary of 

claim Pa. 13436. This work was performed "by Nichols Chenical Co. during the summer 

of 1952 under the direction of the writer and was reported for assessment work in ^ 

September 1953. Subsequent to the magnetometer survey a second diamond drill hole r 

was put down on claims pa.13440 and Pa 13441 to investigate a magnelsie and self-' 7 ?7 *

potential anomaly found in that area. The latter drill hole was reported for
A ' :. 

assessment work in September 1953.
~\

Mr. J.M.Bell, of Sioux Lookout acted as assistant on the magnetometer : 

survey and was found willing and capable.

GEOLOGY

Geological mapping during the summer of 1952 showed that, as far as

could "be seen from surface exposures, the rooks of the claims consisted of a relatively 

undisturbed series of "basic volcanic flows striking a"bout N 60*^ and dipping 600 or 

steeper to the north . These remarks apply in particular to that part of the property 

lying south of the creek on claim Pa 13441. The area north of the creek contained 

outcrops of "basic volcanic flows and also outcrops of a massive, medium grained "basic 

rock, which "becauseof its consistent and homogenious composition, was mapped aa dior 

diorite intrusive although it was suggested that the rook might "be a massive "basic 

flow.



Work on other properties to the east has shown the presence of iron rich "bands i .
' ' - ; ,. " V . . ' ' ' ' - ' ' " 'V ! ''. - , ' " . ' '- .

containing pyrite and pyrrhotite. Respecting anf a few dip-needle traverses on

the Nichols 0hemical Co. claims in 195E showed small amounts of iron and- some local ;

magnetic attraction along the north side of the "bay in the central part of the group. ,

FDRPOSE of the SURVEY . v 

Geological mapping in 195E had shown that rock exposures were few,in i : 

number and largely confined to the north-west corner and the east lake shore of the 

property, and it was realized that some means other than surface observation would ; 

"be necessary to test the claims properly. Since some magnetic attraction had teen noted 

in 1952 it was hoped that a magnetometer survey would add to geological information 

"by locating and tracing the magnetic areas and, possibly, permit more accurate mapping 

of different rock types "by means of differences in their magetic constituents. It 

seemed possible that sulphides might "be found associated with iron rich "bands as had 

"been found on two properties about a mile east. It was planned to diamond drill any 

worth-while indications obtained by the magnetometer survey, or from a self potential 

survey to bo carried out on the same claims.

INSTRUI,IENT USED and FRELDONAJRY WORK

The instrument used was a new A 3kania magnetometer recently purchased 

by the United States branch of the company and loaned to Nichols Chemical for the 

purpose of this survey. Accompanying equipment included tripod, compass, adjusting 

tools, four auxiliary magnets, carrying cases and a "booklet giving instrument giving 

instrument and magnet data and instructions.

Since no test coil was available sensitivity was checked by using

auxiliary magnets according to a method outlined in instruction booklet. Calculated 

sensitivity checked closely with that given for the instrument. Moments for the f 

auxiliary magnets were given in the instrument booklet and since the instrument was
. - - . ••"

a new one these were accepteda as valid.

Before the survey proper was started a series of test readings were t&kon
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100 ft. intervals onva -1200 ft. picket line. Calculated values were consistent and '^ 

work was started on the survey grid* ' " " '-"- ' ' ' " . ''^''••'^•''^•^•^'•.'^•i- '" 

: ' ' ' .' T-.V- , - l^GNSTOMSTER FIELD WORK ;"- '. : v . ; '. . . ..' : , ., . ^.^^^^W'^.

; The accompanying 'map shows the survey; grid on which! the; survey: was .-'^•S||;-t: 

carried out and the calculated gamma value of the yerticai component bf : 

intensity stations read. The work of establishing the survey grid of out\ 

lines was described in Aetail in the report of the geological survey submitted^ 

accepted , for assessment work in September 1952 and will not be repeated here,^ ^ c : 7

For the purpose of the magnetic survey two magnetic base stations were^X 

established by careful and repeated readings. The main base was located at thb east- 

end of the base line ( OiOO) and was marked by a stump about one foot in diameter: ; 

and two feet high bearing a large nail to serve as a transit survey point. The second 

ary magnetic base was located at 2700.west on the base line and was marked by a -; :-*: -^ 

squared post about three inches in width and eighteen inches high. ' 

Readings taken at OiOO base averaged 3.3 scale divisions for the series. 

Sensitivity calculations using magnets had given a series of value raiding from 10.1 

to 10.3 gammas per scale division. Since large anomalies were expected 10.0 was 

used as sensitivity to simplify calculations. Work during the firat day showed that 

many stations alongthe base line were lower in value than the main base and in 

final calculation 1000 gammas have been added to all readings so that all , or most, 

would plot as plus values. With one single exception( minus 909 gammas at 1500N on 

line 2700V/ ) all the readings taken plotted as positive values. V/ith the value of 

the main base established as 1033 gammas, the value of the secondary base was obtained 

with respedt to it and its value fixed as 962 gammas. All readings taken in the field 

were based on either one of these two stations and are therefore in direct relation-"' 

ship to the main base with it's assigned value of 1033 gammas. . '

The general prooeedurefor field work on the eastern part of the property 

was to first read main base and then read values along the base line or cross lines
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returning to main "base for check readings as sections of the work were completed. - 

Stations were read, forcBxample, southward from the "base line to the lake shore on 

line 15W,and northward from the lake shore to the "base line on line 1800W "before 

returning to main "base. For; work on the; western part of the property main base 

was read at the start and finish of the day's work and 2700W "base was used for 

diurnal checks during the day. .

Auxiliary magnets were necessary in order to scale readings at many

places north of the swamp. As may "be seen on the accompanying map magnetid intensities 

were erratic in this area and progress was much slower than normal. At two places 

magnetic intensities were too great to obtain a scale reading even with auxiliary 

magnets.

Altogether some 452 stations were read on some 8.2 miles of picket

line. , - . ;...', . - .. . :, , , , . . ; -.,f

CALCULATION of MAGNETIC RESULTS

Notes were recorded in the field in the following manner.

Sta. Time E. W. Aver. Hag,N0 . Mag.Dist. Mag. Val. Diur, Corr.R. Plot. 

24W-15N 9.24 60.1 60.2 60.1 1TO 32 (6115) (42.l) (62.2) (773?) 

Bracketed values were entered after calculation. Note that diurnal and corrected 

reading are in scale divisions,while magnet value and plot columns are in gammas.

In calculating values from the scale reading obtained the first step 

was to prepare a curve of the daily magnetic variation at the base station used "by

plotting the readings taken at that station against the time interval over which
corrections r 

readings were taken. By interpolation from the curve/were applied to nil readings '

taken on that day. Where auxiliary magnets had been used their value was calculated 

and "by addition and/or subtraction a corrected reading was obtained and entered in ;V 

that column, The corrected reading was multiplied by 10.0 ( instrument sensitivity) 

to obtain the vertical magnetic intensity in gammas and to this figure 1000 was added 

simply to permit all the values to be plotted as positive in sign. The resulting
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figure was entered under the Plot column, Field data was recorded, corrections applied,.; ;^'j 

and final values entered on a single line in a K&E field note book. Diurnal curves " -j-; 

prepared on sheets of S^xl!" graph paper. M. r: 

- INTERPRETATION and DISCUSSION of MACTIETOKSTEn SURVEY RESULTS : )n^--

The magnetometer survey has tended to confirn the geological picture : , 

suggested by mapping during the summer of 1952, and has shown the presence of.a marked; ;; 

but very erratic magnetic zone under the creek and sv/amp on claim Pa 13441. The presence;1/ 

of magnetic material in this- area was suspected from earlier work but the length, width, 

and erra tic nature of the zone had not beeh known. The erratic distribution of tho "; 

magnetic highs posed a problem in interpretation since the few outcrops exposed in the 

area are massive homogeneous dioriteC?)

Magnetically the claim group can be divided into two parts by a line

a long the south edge of the swamp on claim Pa 13441. South of the swamp the magnetic v ? ? 

relief is low and magnetic trnds are mostly indefinite. There is some slight evidence 

of trend s in a northeast direction conforming generally to the regional strike, but , 

considered as a whole, the intire area is magnetically low and quite uniform. The 

magnetic results, when considered in relation to the outcrops observed in the area, 

strongly suggest that the whole area is underlain by basic volcanic rocks which are 

relatively undisturbed and which do not contain large intrusive masses or important 

amounts of mineralization. Host of the small amount of magnetic irregularity in this 

area occurs along or near the shore of Vermilion Lake. Since magnetic iron occurrences 

in the district often contain varying amounts of pyrite and pyrrhotite, and since the 

North Pines pyrite body is marked by a magnetic anomaly, it is suggested that the 

magnetic irregularity along the shore of the lake indicates a change of rock , and 

; possibly , some mineralization.

The area under and north of the swamp is magnetically quite different 

from the rest of the property. Values range from a high of 9300 gammas to a low of 

.minus 909 gammas and change rapidly. Variations of 5000 gammas in 100 ft. were noted 

,in several places. It had been expected that the rock mapped aa diorite would show aa
#'n\-,!~:- - :i- ,*. - •,--: -i-,- ".' .- . - . .',- f,' . V- . -..-i'-. * - . - ;.v : * . - -, ; '.:. , ,- ..'-. : : ' - ' - . . ' •.••.•~:;'- : '.f.



a magnetic high relative to the ;volca^icf r^ocks "but, "because of its massive aad 

homogeneous character it warn expected that it's-ma" gnetic intensity would "be fairly ' ; X

uniforra. Since the nature of the diorite observedin outcrops is not consistent with
v ;-V':;A X: .' . ,.-' -- - ; - ^ ;^V;-'.^.^; ; -Vy-^:V^^ . • ; ".:' '; . ,- "- ' 

the'erra tic magnetic intensities indicat^ed^by^^ ;;

the diorite outcrops mapped are'not the exposed;par;fcs ;of a large mass but rather the ,; 

exposed parts of several dikes or masses separated by other material. This was later 

confirmed by the core of diamond drill hole}#. 34 which showed large sections of 

fine grained volcanics and tuffs with considerable amounts of magnetic iron. It is 

suggested tha t the sharp magnetic highs are caused by bands of magnetic material 

which may have a considerable depth but narrow widths. Folding and contortion in such 

ba nds might account for the lack of continuity along normal strike.

CONCLUSIONS

. The magnetometer survey has shown that the area lying south of the 

swamp and creek is magnetically low and uniform, and suggests that it is underlain 

by basic volcanic flows of fairly uniform character. The lack of distinct magnetic 

.trends suggests that no important intrusives or mineralized zones are present in the 

a rea.

The swamp on claim Pa. 13441 has been shown to cover ft v;ide aone of high 

and quite erratic magnetic intensities and other magnetic highs occur in the arer 

north of the swamp although no outcrops of iron bearing material could be found. 

Diamond drill hole NO. 34, put down on claims Pa 13441 and Pa. 13440 showed magnetic 

bands in fine grained tuffs and basic volcanics and it is believed that these bands 

explain the erratic magnetic anomalies encountered.

The ^gnetometer survey has thus indicated a very strong magnetic zone . - 

under the swamp, has served to eliminate the area south of the swamp as unworthy of X 

further shallow wotk, and suggests, together with evidence from drilling, different 

rock types with some accompanying mineralization under the waters of Vermilion Lake 

along the south shore of the property. '

\; : January 7th. 1954. -- - . . .i ;.: : ,-.:'^ ;^; : ; ,:.,--,. - V-v C. .M, Bartley, B. So.
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of Pers'

•:; The nagnetometer surrey was started on July 30th. and completed 

on August 12th. 1953. Daring this period 12 eight hour days were worked, 10 days 

in operation of the magnetometer and two* days in geological inTestigation and 

prospecting in connection with the magnetometer surrey* '

C. U, Bartley, - Geologist 

J. li. Bell,

Box 156, KeJaptyille, Ont.

. Geologist * f ABB istant Gen. Del*, Sioux Lookout,

Vane

Bartley

Bell

Tota Is

Field Work

10 days

10

20

'. . . .

Geology

2

2

4

Draughting

4

1

5

. ,- •,-..,;.v1^

Bepo'rt

2

-

2

Ont.

' "v. . '.'
•:*t'A-^-. '. - - , - , -:- 
I'j^M.'--*; ".' - ,. . - , , ' ,.

Interpretation

2

,.

2

Total time on surrey and preparation of nap and report, S3 man days. 

For assessment purposes 33 x 4 equals 132 days work* 

132 days -f- 9 elains equals 14.6 days work per e lain.

January 7th. 1954 C. M. Bartley B. Se.
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ApiKSDix ii ' . . -"'' ,^'-'-; ' - ' -'' ,:-':.v';' ' :

•- -' : . " " Cert if leat ion ' ;:^'''^V^-K^lv'^B^y^'' ' ^---VyV ;

I, CLIFTOH 10HI005 BAKPtsr. hereby eertify Jthati ; , " 

1. t am a graduate of Queens tJnlYersity, B.So* '41 in Geology and Mineralogy.
. -.' ... , ; . ..-,.
2. I hare T)een practicing aa a -geologist "f or ;.,- ''' '''••.•''^••.i&.^tf^^^^

rio^Po'itai: Bo*\iM.;'"'^';c;".:'^®^^-./-;;'5* at

i. I aa employed *by Hicho Is Chemical Co. ILtd., -a*;:;F^ld^!|eoiogirt*v v ;| ^ . ' . f ... 

6. l ha re no personal interest in the mining; claims desoriied in the attached 

.'..'. ' V v . report'., ,' . • ''•-•^••:- : -'^'i- : ^'''f-:\^^-:.^y--'':^:^^ ' :-

6. I p*rtonally conducted the surrey des^rihed in the attached report*

7. I have had prerious experience with magnetic surrey work comprising i h

(a) Operation'of a magnetometer for St Francis Hining ̂ o. of Horanda, 

Quebec, in the Xynn laXe area of northern Manitoba during the winter 

'of 1947. The work was under the .dlreetiou';,of;,^^^,^e'5ii^
. -., -.'^ - . . - -•-. -, l -' ,- s ' , ' ;- : .'*;^

UorandR, Quebec. : r';v 

Considerable experience in the identification and interpretation of 

magnetic anomalies for Mining Geophysics Corporation and Dominion Gulf 

Company of Toronto in 1948 and 1949.

January 8th. 19B4 C. M. Bartley. B.Sc.
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TksNiCHOi^ CHEMICAL COMT-AN^L

Box 745,
Sioux Lookout, Ontario.
NOT. 26th. 1951

Dr. E. Chisholm,
Ontario Resident Geologist,
Kenora, Ontario.

Dean Ted;
Our program of drilling here has "been shortened "because of

uncertainty about what steps to ta ke in view of the difficulty which we discussed. 

Crew are now on the last hole ,which is located on the shoreline west of camp. Drilling 

will probably "be completed this week, "but I expect to be here a week or so after that 

"boca use we are doing a geophysical on the interesting area. If you could get over 

a bout the end of tho first week in December you would be able to see all the core 

and I would think that v;e should have some geophysical results by that time. Would 

like to discuss the property with you again if you can make it.

Wag talking to Nels Hogg on the phone the other day. He is leaving 

the Department of Mjnes at the end of this month to take a job at Snow Lake. He asked 

to be remembered to you v/hen I saw you, so remind me to tell you when you come over 1.

Regards,

C. M. Bartley



\\

December 17, 1951.

Dear Bobs

^,~ aa ve been notified of the incorporation on 
Ootobcr'Tl, 1951, -of Candela Development Company, with 
head office at Boon 701 1 . 220 Bay Street, Toronto.

ThiB company hold* unpatented claim* No*. 
PA-15443 to Pfcj-15476 and P^ 13496 to PA-13512, in the 
Patricia Mining Division, Ontario.

Under work already done they 0ay, "geological 
and geophysical work", and under proposed programme they 
eay, "further geophysical work, and diamond drilling".

Your* very truly,

/dnaa fi. B. Bawden, 
Inspector of Kinoa.

Mr. R. L. Smith, 
Inspector of Hinoa, 
Box 310, , 
KENORA, Ontario i :

o.o. Kr.E.0.Chisholm, 7 
Resident Geologiot.



M. W. BARTLEY
DOMINION BANK BUILDINO 

PORT ARTHUR, ONT.

December 23, 1951.

Mr. E. 0. Chisholm, 
Resident Geologist, 
203 Main St. S., 
Kenora, Ontario.

Dear Ted;

Thank you for your letter of 
December 24,

The only information which I 
have regarding the Pyrite Deposit is 
that it is in Drayton Township, and was 
formerly explored by means of test pits 
and diamond drilling. I assume that it 
is an extension of the North Pines Struc 
ture but beyond this I know very little.

What ever you will be able to 
find we will greatly appreciate it.

Kindest personal regards.

Sincerely yours,

tley, 

OfB/ES
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